Evaluation of FEM modelling for stress propagation under pressure wheel of corn planter
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Abstract: Seeds need a certain range of pressure in the soil bed to germinate and grow ideally. Usually pressure from machinery wheels applies more pressure and prevents seed ideal germination. A finite element model (FEM) was developed to investigate stress propagation in the soil. The pressure wheel of corn planter with 4 km/h speed was chosen to analyze the stress in a sandy-loamy soil. A real corn planter tire was modeled with its mechanical characteristics and imported into ABAQUS/Explicit environment. Frictional contact (based on Mohr-coulomb theory) was used for the soil-tire interaction. The soil was considered as an elastic-perfectly plastic material. Drucker-Prager model was used for soil behavior in plastic region. To evaluate the stress under pressure wheel, FEM results were compared with the Boussinesq theoretical model. On both models, soil stresses decrease with soil depth increasing from zero depth on soil surface to 0.2 m depth. On FEM, stress distribution varied between 47.8 to 8.1 kPa in depth of 0.01 to 0.2 m. FEM and Boussinesq models showed high correlation with each other (R²=95). Our results indicate that the stress under pressure wheels can be properly predicted by using FEM, allowing the pressure simulation to reduce the negative impacts on seed germination and crop yield.
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1 Introduction

Soil compaction is a physical form of soil degradation that changes soil structure, limits water movement and air infiltration, and reduces root penetration (Nawaz et al., 2013). Soil compaction in cropping systems is largely caused by machinery traffic applying stresses greater than the soil bearing capacity (Hamza and Anderson, 2005). Compaction reduces the penetration of roots in the soil by increasing soil cone index, bulk density and reduction in soil porosity (Botta, 2007). The most important factors in the process of artificial compaction of agricultural soils are soil type, soil moisture content, intensity of external load, contact surface area between the soil and tire or track, contact surface shape, and number of passes (Biris et al., 2003).

Knowing the soil response under the action of agricultural machinery is important since optimization of the soil pressure allows the reduction of the effects of surface compaction and also the depth of compaction (Ungureanu et al., 2015). As agricultural soils are not a homogeneous, isotropic and ideal elastic material, the mathematical modeling of stress propagation phenomena is complex (Biris et al., 2007).

The transmission of stress within a soil due to agricultural machinery is of major importance due to soil ability in undergoing deformation due to applied stress, resulting in changes in the soil functions. Knowledge of stress transmission is required to understand the relationships between soil stress due to mechanical loading and changes in soil pore functioning, and to develop predictive models and decision support tools that can help land users prevent soil compaction (Keller et al., 2014).

Advances in computer technology have led to faster processing units and greater memory, reducing the cost of
complicated analysis (Susila and Hryciw., 2003). At present, one of the most advanced methodologies for modeling the phenomenon of stresses propagation in agricultural soil is the FEM, which is a numerical method for obtaining approximate solutions of ordinary and partial differential equations (Biris et al. 2007). The FEM can easily implement any type of constitutive model, solve problems with difficult geometries, and provide solutions with a high degree of accuracy. For cone penetration modeling, the FEM has many advantages: 1) Soil stiffness and compressibility can easily be modeled, 2) Initial stresses may be prescribed, 3) Increase in stress during the penetration could be determined accurately, 4) Failure modes do not have to be assumed, 5) Both equilibrium equations and yield criterion are satisfied, and, 6) Various constitutive models could be utilized (Susila and Hryciw., 2003).

The theoretical basis of the pseudo-analytical models is the theory of Boussinesq (1885), which describes the stress distribution in a homogeneous, linear elastic, isotropic, and semi-infinite solid mass due to a force being applied at a point on the surface of that mass. These models use a small number of parameters and have been successfully evaluated in field conditions under a wide range of soil and water conditions (De fossez et al., 2002). Keller et al. (2014) evaluated the transmission of vertical soil stress under agricultural tires using theoretical Boussinesq model and FEM method. They measured and simulated soil stress under defined loads. Stress in the soil profile at 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 m depth was measured. FEM simulations showed the transmission of vertical stresses in a layered soil is not appreciably different from that seen in a homogeneous soil unless very high differences in soil stiffness are considered, with good correlations between Boussinesq model and FEM method.

Gonzalez Cueto et al. (2016) used FEM method in ABAQUS/STANDARD software to model the soil pressures distribution caused by a tire on a Rhodic Ferralsol soil. During the simulation, the tire rotates and moves to a constant speed of 1 m/s. An Extended Drucker Prager constitutive law was used to represent the soil properties. The tire load and the inflation pressure changed the shape of the vertical pressures distribution on the surface of a hard dry soil, but these variables did not affect the distribution of vertical stresses in a soft wet soil or below a depth of 0.15 m. Nankali et al. (2012) evaluated the stress distribution in soft soil under different axial loads and inflation pressures. A two-dimensional finite element model was developed to determine soil behaviour. The Drucker-Prager model was considered for the soil behavior. The maximum contact stress of tire with ground for 15 kN axle load and tire inflation pressure of 150 kPa was equal to 98.6 kPa. Also, the maximum distributed stress was found on the tire side wall.

Hambleton and Drescher (2008) compared predictions of deformation and horizontal (drag) force resulting from three- and two-dimensional numerical simulation of a torque-free (towed) wheel operating on ductile material. The FEM code ABAQUS/Explicit was used to simulate soil deformation. The wheel was simulated as a rigid body and soil behavior and its yield criterion were considered as elastic/perfectly plastic. In particular, Hambleton and Drescher (2008) observed that steady-state penetration is constant over a range of applied vertical forces in the two-dimensional (2D) analysis, whereas steady-state penetration is an increasing function of vertical force for narrow wheels simulated in three dimension (3D) (for narrow wheel). The result showed that two-dimensional simulation cannot predict the wheel penetration accurately, while 3D modeling showed the soil deformation more precisely (Hambleton and Drescher, 2008).

In the field applications of corn planter, the desired depth for seed growth is 4 to 6.5 cm (Sirvastava et al., 2006) and pressure wheel is a corn planter component that provides an optimal amount of compression for seed bed (In Planting Depth for Corn Seed) to allow the seed to germinate and grow best. In this study, pressure wheel
moving behavior was modeled by dynamical three-dimensional finite element analysis.

The objectives of this study are: 1) determination of the stress distribution under the pressure wheel in various depths, and 2) evaluation and comparison of the amount of stresses with FEM and Boussinesq theoretical model.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Finite element modeling in ABAQUS software

In the FEM, real or continuous media objects as solid, liquid and gas are divided into smaller units called elements. These components are considered to be connected together in common certain areas, called nodes. ABAQUS software package (version 6.13; Dassault Systemes, France, Paris) has two main solutions code named ABAQUS/CAE and ABAQUS/Explicit. Explicit solution method requires low storage and can analyze very large three-dimensional models with moderate storage needs. This property is one of the major advantages of this method (Zienkiewicz, 2000).

The explicit solution method was chosen in this study due the soil large deformation. Because of symmetric plate’s existence of pressure wheel, soil volume to reduce computation and simulation time, and reduced space required for storing the data, only half of the wheel pressure and its underneath soil was modeled (Chiroux et al., 2005).

2.2 Model attributes

2.2.1 Soil description

In this study, the soil was considered as a cube with 3.2 m length × 0.8 m width × 1.8 m depth. Pressure wheel moves along the length of the soil block middle. Soil volume was meshed with C3D8R type elements representing an eight-node cubic element so that each node has only three degrees of freedom transitional motion in line with the coordinate axes. These types of elements are using reduced integration method to reduce computation time (AB AQUS Doc., 2012). Also, to optimize the model and for optimal use of available hardware resources, the soil was divided into several grids. The area where the wheel movement occurred has approximately 0.73 m long × 0.1 m wide × 0.2 cm deep, containing most of the mesh. With increasing distance from the wheel, the mesh density reduces. The smallest element length of 0.01 m was considered and a total of 30,000 elements for soil blocks were created.

2.2.2 Wheel description

The study used a pressure wheel of a corn planter with 0.46 m diameter × 0.17 m section width. Most of the wheel was made with metal rim and only one layer of rubber with 0.02 m thickness covered the rim. Therefore, the pressure wheel was considered rigid wheel because Young’s modulus of the pressure wheel is higher than the Young’s modulus of the soil (Hambleton, 2009). To simulate the rigid behavior of the pressure wheel, R3D4 element type was used. This type of element is a cubic element with four nodes at the corners of a cube (AB AQUS Doc., 2012). A total of 1,851 rigid elements were created in pressure wheel. These types of elements need to have a reference point of loading or obtaining data from. Thus, in rigid wheel center (on symmetry plane), the reference point was defined so the boundary conditions could be applied to the wheel.

2.3 Model mechanical properties

2.3.1 Soil properties

The sandy-loamy soil used in this study was collected at Tabriz University, Khalaat-Poushan, Iran. Analysis of particle aggregation showed that the soil contains 70% sand, 20% loam and 10% silt. Mechanical properties required for soil modeling are: density (ρ), Young’s modulus (E), Poisson's ratio (ν), angle of internal friction (φ), soil-metal friction angle (δ) and the dilation angle for plastic flow (ψ) (Tekeste, 2006). Table 1 shows the mechanical properties of the soil. Adhesion values (c) and angle of internal friction (φ) were obtained from the direct shear test. In ABAQUS/Explicit code, the Mohr-Coulomb yield condition cannot be used directly and was estimated by modified Drucker-Prager yield condition with a corresponding associated or non-associated flow potential (Hambleton, 2009).
Adhesion \( (d) \) and internal friction angle \( (\beta) \) for a criterion of Drucker - Prager are calculated by Equations 1 and 2. These parameters differ from adhesion \( (c) \) and angle of internal friction \( (\varphi) \) of Mohr - Coulomb yield criterion (ABAQUS Doc., 2012). The necessary relations for converting \( c \) and \( \varphi \) parameters in Mohr - Coulomb yield criterion to their equivalent parameters \( (d \) and \( \beta) \) in criterion of Drucker – Prager are given in Equations 1 and 2. The dilation angle in a sandy-loamy soil for Drucker-Prager yield criterion was considered zero (Susila and Hryciw, 2003).

\[
d = \frac{6c \cos \varphi}{3-\sin \varphi} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\tan \beta = \frac{6 \sin \varphi}{3-\sin \varphi} \quad (2)
\]

### 2.3.2 Wheel properties

For simulating the pressure wheel working condition, a 32.5-kg mass was applied into the reference point of the rigid wheel. The applied weight to the reference point was half of the weight that mentioned in the catalogue for corn planter unit and its enclosures to symmetry in the model. According to the pressure definition, stress results obtained from FEM will not be doubled. Figure 1 describes how the wheel sits on soil and its relevant mesh.

![Figure 1 Moving direction, mesh size and wheel placement on the Soil in ABAQUS software.](image)

### 2.4 Boundary conditions

Proper simulation of pressure wheel and soil interaction requires applying appropriate boundary conditions based on type of problem.

#### 2.4.1 Soil boundary conditions

Soil bottom surface was fully constrained in all directions. Perpendicular planes to X-axis and Z-axis are constrained in the horizontal direction along the X and Z axis, respectively. Soil upper face movement was free in all directions (Mootaz et al., 2003).

#### 2.4.2 Wheel boundary conditions

Gravity constraint was imposed to the rigid wheel in the negative direction of the Y-axis and wheel can freely move in this direction. The wheel could move freely in Z direction due to the existence of linear speed, but the wheel movement is constrained in X direction.

### 2.5 Soil and tire contact

Interaction between two surfaces has led to tension only if contact is defined between them. To simulate the contact between the wheel and the soil, wheel surface and a top surface of soil block were selected and contact created between them through the “contact pair” method. This method allowed the soil surface and wheel to come in contact but not to cross each other (Chiroux et al., 2005). A dry friction coefficient equal to 0.53 and the penalty method was used to control the pressure and friction between the soil and pressure wheel (Hambleton, 2009).

### 2.6 Loading and model analysis

Model analysis was done in two time steps. In the first step (6 seconds), gravity load increased gradually from zero to 9.81 m/s² and was applied to the entire model. The aim of gradually applying the weight force was to prevent sudden application of the wheel weight on the soil and the resulting stress caused by the wheel
weight on the soil. The sudden stress wave inside the soil interferes with the model’s original data. In the second time step (0.649 seconds), the linear speed of 4 km/h was applied to the reference point of the wheel so that the wheel can rotate for about half rounds (about 0.72 m).

The data used to draw stress diagrams were obtained from elements in the middle of the movement path, in which the tire has reached its steady state. Also, the software was set to take data from the soil environment every 0.06 seconds. The aim of this selection was to reduce the amount of storage space and the computation time. Von Misses stress, stress and strain tensor elements and reaction forces were chosen for data acquiring (Chiroux et al., 2005, Mootaz et al., 2003).

2.7 Stress calculation method using Boussinesq model

Surface area of the pressure wheel with soil can be theoretically considered as a rectangle that curves at the corners (Biris et al., 2007; Mohsenimanesh et al., 2009). Boussinesq model could be used to find the stress values under uniformly applied load on a rectangular surface at the depth of Y (Boussinesq, 1885). If q is a uniformly applied load into a rectangular surface with 2B and 2L sizes (Figure 2), to find the stress at the depth Y (point A in Figure 2), the rectangle can be divided into four parts and after stress calculation of each part. The stress distribution for rectangular quadrant is obtained using Equations 3 and 4 (Helwany, 2007). Also m, n and \( I_2 \) are dimensionless in Equation 4. Total stress is the sum of the stress components acting over the surface element (dA = dx dz) in the contact area. In this analysis, q was estimated 28.9 kPa (The uniform load q is expressed in tire weight per unit contact area (contact area between soil and tire)), and 2B and 2L (width and length of contact) were considered 0.127 and 0.173 m, respectively, in accordance with field measurements.

\[
\Delta \sigma = \int_{-L}^{L} \int_{-B}^{B} \frac{3qy^3}{2\pi \left( x^2 + y^2 + z^2 \right)^{3/2}} dz = qI_2
\]

\[
I_2 = \frac{1}{4\pi} \left( \frac{2mn\sqrt{m^2 + n^2 + 1} - m^2 + n^2 + 2}{m^2 + n^2 + 1} + \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{2mn\sqrt{m^2 + n^2 + 1}}{m^2 + n^2 - m^2n^2 + 1} \right) \right)
\]

\( where \Rightarrow m = B / Y, n = L / Y \)

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Results of the finite element method

Plants must overcome the resistance force along y direction for more favorable germination and growth. The analysis was concentrated on the soil vertical stress (\( \sigma_Y \)). Vertical stress of the soil decreases from depth zero (ground level) to a depth of 20 cm in the plane perpendicular to the moving direction (Figure 3).
Figure 3 Decrement of vertical stress values from 47.8 kPa in the soil surface to 17.2 kPa at 11 cm soil depth in the plane perpendicular to the moving direction (FEM simulation in the ABAQUS software).

For a uniform loading, the soil stresses decrease with increasing depth (Figure 3). As was predictable, stresses were greater in loading point (wheel contact area with the ground). The soil type, soil moisture content, the intensity of applied forces, tire inflation pressure, tire-soil contact area, shape of contact area and number of passes influence the soil compaction (Biris et al., 2007). In this study, the wheel was considered rigid; inflation pressure has no effect on soil stresses (Keller et al., 2007). The compaction increases by increasing the number of tire passes on soil (Eliasson, 2005), but considering that the pressure wheel pass on soil for the first time, so the soil was not initially compacted (plowed soil), therefore the vertical stresses in the soil will have lower values.

Due to weight on the tires, sinkages are created in soil with machines passing in agricultural field. Sinkage causes two main impacts: compaction and displacement. Soil compaction results from normal forces on the soil. Soil displacement occurs when the soil is pushed horizontally (Liu et al., 2010). In the present study, soil sinkage was greater in the beginning of the move rather than the continue way (Figure 4). At the beginning of the analysis, the wheel sinkage is static for 6 seconds and causes more compaction of the soil underneath. With the wheel movement, there is less opportunity for soil compaction and therefore the compression is reduced. Erbach et al. (1995) also found that increasing the speed of the device at the farm from 1 to 25 km/h reduces soil compaction and sinkage.

Figure 4 Soil sinkage trace and magnitude after crossing the pressure wheel with 4 km/h velocity in the ABAQUS software (volume strains).

Empirical findings of the researchers such as Keller et al. (2007) showed that the soil sinkage reduced from surface with more depth and also in this study, variation of the finite element results agreed with the experimental findings in previous research (Figure 4).

3.2 **Comparison of finite element method with Boussinesq model**

Figure 5 shows that the results of the two models are correlated; as expected the correlation was higher in the depth greater than 5 cm. On both models, stresses are decreasing with increasing depth. The reasons for this phenomenon are: 1) distance from the soil surface and 2) applied force of the tire. In a uniform vertical force and tire constant speed, usually force and internal stresses reduce exponentially with depth increasing (Abou-Zeid, 2003, Keller et al, 2014) which this variation is estimated accurately by the two models (Figure 5).
The predicted value of FEM and Boussinesq model presented a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) = 0.95 for depths one to 20 cm, indicating these two models were able to estimate stress distribution under pressure wheel (Figure 6).

Because of tire rigidity and its curved shape from the tire center to its walls, therefore applied forces of the tire on soil surface act like the point force in center of tire. This concentrated force in center of tire creates more stresses in surface depths rather than other depths. But Boussinesq model considered the applied force on a rectangular area uniformly, so the estimated values of Boussinesq model for the stress on surface area are less, rather than the finite element model. As shown in Figure 5, the difference is more pronounced in depth 0 to 5 cm between the two models. In the finite element model, the effects of point force are uniform with depth increasing and the results of both models are closer together.

There are many mechanical models to calculate stresses. A number of models to determine the stresses in deep need more parameters to calculate; which should be calculated for the soil and tire. Boussinesq model needs input parameters (soil depth, length and width of the tire contact surface with the soil). According to Boussinesq model, soil is considered homogenous volume, isotropic and with linear elastic behavior; so soil structure is more simplified (Keller and Arvidsson, 2004). This simple model (Boussinesq model) could predict better results. The actual results of the stress is not measured experimentally, but the agreement between the finite element and Boussinesq models shows that these models are able to predict the range of the actual vertical stress which was applied to the seed. Consequently, the actual stresses will be around the estimates of two models.

4 Conclusions

Soil stresses produced by the wheel of corn planter have maximum value at soil surface and decreases by increasing soil depth. The comparison of the FEM and Boussinesq models showed a high coefficient of determination. Boussinesq model has simple calculation procedure and can be used by anyone while FEM needs mathematics knowledge and custom software. The results of this article can be used to investigate the relation of useful pressure around seed and working speed of corn planter.
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